
Pension 
services
A full range of services right 
across the pensions spectrum

Barnett Waddingham is proud to be a leading independent 
UK consultancy at the forefront of risk, pensions, investment 
and insurance. 

We’re a team of over 1,000 people, each delivering on our 

values and our promise to ensure the highest levels of trust, 

integrity and quality.

Everything we stand for at Barnett Waddingham is 

embedded in our promise – to do the right thing.

About Barnett 

Waddingham

Formed in 1989

Owned by our  

70 partners

Over 1,000 consultants 

and staff

8 offices across the UK

We’ve applied this meaningful principle across all aspects 

of our business with continued success. Our continued and 

long-term focus on delivering value is our commitment to 

all our people and clients.

      1www.barnett-waddingham.co.uk

“Once in a while you come across a professional 

service firm that operates in a rather superior way - it’s 

hard to put your finger on it, but you know it when 

you see it. Barnett Waddingham is such a firm.”

JONATHAN DUCK
CEO - Amtico International Limited



How we help
We strive to go beyond the expectations of our clients 

by providing a high quality, professional service - built 

through strong personal relationships and tailored 

solutions while remaining competitive on fees.

WHO WE WORK WITH

• Trustees of pension schemes

• Employers with pension schemes

• Public sector pension schemes

• Private clients with self-invested pensions
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RANKED 5TH IN THE 

‘PROFESSIONAL PENSIONS TOP 

100 PENSION SCHEMES SURVEY’ 

BY NUMBER OF SCHEME 

ACTUARY APPOINTMENTS

Actuarial and benefits consultancy

For ongoing scheme actuary consulting services or 

standalone projects, an experienced team led by a dedicated 

partner will take time to understand your individual 

requirements - providing pragmatic and practical guidance 

with a personal touch.

Buy-outs and buy-ins

We develop deals tailored to your needs thanks to our strong 

ongoing relationships with all of the bulk annuity providers 

in the marketplace – ensuring our clients transact more 

efficiently and cost-effectively. 

Trustees of pension schemes
Providing tailored advice and support for trustees in all aspects of pension scheme 

management, administration, funding strategy, and investment strategy.

TOP-RATED OF THE 8 LARGEST 

INVESTMENT CONSULTANCY 

FIRMS FOR 4 YEARS IN A 

ROW IN UK’S BIGGEST 

INDEPENDENT CLIENT SURVEY

OVER 50 SCHEME 

ACTUARIES APPOINTED 

TO OVER 370 DB PENSION 

SCHEMES RANGING FROM 

£1m TO £5bn
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“From the careful preparation of the communications for our members, the implementation 

of a new pension solution, managing administrative complexities with ease and ensuring 

the numerous parties involved kept on track - the comprehensive, supportive and proactive 

approach of Barnett Waddingham has been commendable.”

ROBERT GRAVILL

Chair of a number of Trustee Boards and Director of The Trustee Corporation Limited 

DB pension risk management

Good risk management of DB pension 

schemes is becoming more important as 

they mature. We provide sponsors with a 

thorough understanding of the various risks 

they face - quantifying the risks in terms 

of the balance sheet, the profit and loss 

account and cashflow requirements.
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Client tools
Illuminate helps you to see things more clearly; 

using real time data to give you an instant overview 

of your scheme and the key risks.  Our innovative 

tool is designed to guide trustees and sponsors 

through the financial management of their pension 

schemes. Illuminate incorporates our proprietary 

asset risk modeller - communicating the relative 

risk of funding level and contribution volatility over 

time and under different investment strategies.  

Discover more:  

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/illuminate

Efficient and cost-effective communication 

for trustees, HR, payroll and members is 

essential. BWebstream is our secure and 

straightforward online tool for company 

pension schemes, streamlining the 

administration process for the benefit of all. 

BWebstream enables users to find the details 

they need anytime and anywhere - all at the 

touch of a button. 

Discover more:  

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/bwebstream

DC pension consultancy

We believe DC is a simple formula based on member 

timeframe, contributions and net investment return. 

Our specialists will consider your scheme’s governance, 

investment and engagement to ensure you are delivering 

better outcomes for your members. Through our Value for 

Money assessment, we wiill ensure that you are fulfilling 

your regulatory requirements.

Investment consultancy

It’s proven that scheme members benefit most from a scheme 

with strong governance - where trustees, sponsors and their 

advisors work cooperatively to ensure benefits are paid as 

promised. We work closely with clients, actively encouraging 

discussion with enthusiasm to ensure potential conflicts of 

interest are negated through a strong investment strategy.

“Barnett Waddingham’s Illuminate is 

outstanding and is undoubtedly the 

best I have seen. This tool allows 

trustees to understand and explore 

the complex relationships needed 

for effective decision-making.”

ROBIN DIAMONTE

Chief Investment Officer, United Technologies 
Corporation and Advisory Committee member - 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 

OVER 140 QUALIFIED 

ACTUARIES

illum  nate
®

bweb tream®

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/illuminate
barnett-waddingham.co.uk/bwebstream
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OVER 460 PENSIONS 

ADMINISTRATORS 

GUIDING OVER 300,000 

MEMBERS ON THEIR 

PENSION JOURNEY

ADMINISTERING DB 

SCHEMES FROM 200 TO 

OVER 35,000 MEMBERS 

IN SIZE

OVER 70 INVESTMENT 

CONSULTANTS 

ADVISING OVER 370 

CLIENTS IN SIZE FROM 

MILLIONS TO BILLIONS

ONE OF ONLY TWO  

THIRD-PARTY 

ADMINISTRATORS TO 

BE AN ACCREDITED 

MEMBER OF PASA

OVER £40bn OF 

INVESTMENT ASSETS 

UNDER ADVICE 

£
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“I can’t believe how efficient and easy it was to do 

deal with Barnett Waddingham, I tried numerous 

times contacting the previous administrators and 

never got a response, so thank you for your help.”

SCHEME MEMBER

Longevity consultancy

We deliver clear and pragmatic advice based on robust 

analysis to the holders, buyers and sellers of longevity risk, 

including pension schemes. Our results are calculated 

using socio-economic, geographic and lifestyle profiling, 

whilst also taking account of other relevant studies and 

wider populations.

Pension administration

We guide members all the way through their pension 

journey: from joining, understanding their needs during 

membership, settlement of benefits, all the way through 

to management in retirement. We provide a full range of 

administration services to pension schemes, including 

record keeping, benefit calculations, regulatory reporting, 

accounting and data cleansing and analysis. 

Pension management

We offer a first-class trustee secretarial service, delivered by 

an experienced team including qualified members of the 

Pensions Management Institute (PMI), which can be tailored to 

meet your specific needs - whether you need full governance 

support or someone to take trustee meeting minutes.



Get in touch

PAUL HOUGHTON

Partner and Head of Trustee Consulting

   paul.houghton@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

ALEX POCOCK

Partner and Head of Investment Consulting

   alex.pocock@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

PAUL LATIMER

Partner and Head of Pension Administration

   paul.latimer@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

AWA R D - W I N N I N G  S E R V I C E

WINNER
2016

Third-Party Administrator
of the Year
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“I can’t fault anyone or 

anything. Your company 

is a credit to your 

profession. Thank you 

very much. I believed 

I’d lost my pension so it 

came as a lovely surprise.”

MEMBER FEEDBACK
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Employers with pension schemes
We help employers solve their pensions and employee wellbeing challenges through 

pragmatic and cost-effective advice.

Accounting disclosures

We provide a full range of services in all areas of accounting 

for employee benefits and other long term liabilities. 

Our offering includes: advising on actuarial assumptions; 

accounting figures under IAS19, FRS101, FRS102, US GAAP 

and a range of other overseas GAAP; modelling projected 

accounting positions to allow companies to manage 

schemes strategically; accounting figures for the disclosure 

of directors’ benefits; and consolidation of accounting 

disclosures for all global employee benefit plans.

Auto-enrolment audits

Auto-enrolment (AE) means more than simply enrolling 

eligible employees into pension schemes that meet quality 

standards. Due to limited preparation time and a lack of 

experience, many employers will have passed the AE 

process only by a small margin. Through a three-stage 

audit, we support employers to revisit their implementation, 

contribution and ongoing processes to ensure their strategy 

is robust, compliant with changing legislation, and ultimately 

prevent an expensive regulatory fail in the future.

Corporate activity and 

transactions

The Pensions Regulator can exercise penal 

anti-avoidance powers on any corporate 

activity which could affect a DB scheme 

meeting its liabilities. Working together to 

understand your corporate objectives and 

the wider business environment, we offer a 

fresh approach to advice and due diligence 

around corporate events and in transaction 

situations such as mergers and acquisitions.

“Bosch UK have worked with Barnett Waddingham 

for many years, helping to re-organise and 

consolidate our UK defined benefit pension 

schemes and develop investment strategies. The 

quality and service levels BW always show are an 

excellent fit with our brand.”

ANDREW CASTLE

Vice President Finance and Administration - Bosch UK

WE ADVISE OVER 15% OF 

FTSE350 COMPANIES WITH 

A DB SCHEME

£
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MBW International co-ordinates the global retirement benefits programme for companies 

with headquarters in the UK, or global companies with UK operations. We do this by building 

on the full range of pension and employee benefit services Milliman provides globally and 

Barnett Waddingham provides in the UK.

mbwinternational

Our services include:

Merger and acquisition support

Accounting consolidation

Defined benefit funding

Investment strategy

Strategic benefit design

International and expatriate benefits

Delivering your global retirement benefits programme E
M

P
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www.mbwinternational.com
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Me2 is a digital engagement platform different 

from any other; creating a world where users can 

learn, plan and play. With interactivity at its core, 

Me2 engages with users through short informative 

videos and tools - guiding members through the 

decisions they face at any stage in their pension 

life cycle. Me2 offers financial education, as well as 

a place for individuals to assess their needs against 

the range of benefits an organisation may offer. 

Discover more: 

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/me2

“The support Barnett Waddingham 

gave us was invaluable. Without 

their considerable knowledge 

and expertise, I firmly believe we 

would not have had the successful 

outcome we achieved. We 

have engaged BW for a further 

project and would not hesitate to 

recommend their client services.”

PAYROLL MANAGER

Client tools

Communication

We believe in two-way engagement to tell, teach and 

involve members in regulatory communication, financial 

options and wellbeing issues. Through our creative agency, 

DrumRoll, we deliver engaging internal and external 

communications with a strong brand to capture the 

imagination of employees and employers alike. 

DC investment consultancy

Considering factor investing, illiquid assets, target date funds 

and engaging millennials, we work with you to establish 

a tailored and sophisticated investment strategy to meet 

member needs in a simple way. We also provide monitoring 

ongoing governance, engagement and ‘at retirement’ support.

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/me2
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OVER 19,700 ENTITLED 

MEMBERS FOR ME2

OVER 2 MILLION DC 

MEMBERS AND OVER 

£5bn OF DC FUNDS 

UNDER ADVICE
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DC pensions consultancy

We believe that DC is a simple formula based on member 

timeframe, contributions and net investment return. Our 

specialists will consider your scheme’s suitability in terms 

of design, investment, provider selection and at-retirement 

support to ensure the right solution for you.

Executive pensions

We advise employers on pension planning strategies for their 

senior staff; providing mutual advantage to the employer 

and executives alike. In addition, we also help senior staff 

understand the changes to pension taxation and assist them 

in planning for the Annual and the Lifetime Allowances. 

“Bhargaw is technically excellent. Feedback from 

all those we have put him in front of is that he 

gives clear and concise answers to complex 

issues and drives positive engagement.”

HEAD OF PENSIONS

Leading insurance provider

Group risk

We design bespoke solutions tailored to the 

unique health, protection and wellbeing 

risks of your organisation - all with a solid 

foundation of great administration and timely 

procurement. Our TRIage solution combats 

continually increasing private medical 

insurance premiums by identifying where 

problems can be better dealt with and at a 

much lower cost through early intervention 

services; guiding employees into the correct 

treatment pathway for their condition.

OVER 50 QUALIFIED DC 

SPECIALISTS WITH A CLIENT 

PORTFOLIO OF OVER 200 

DC SCHEMES
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Liability management

A DB pension scheme can represent a large volatile expense 

and substantial business risk. Many employers have tried to 

contain the growth of future pension liabilities by closing 

their scheme to new entrants, changing the benefits being 

accrued and closing to future accrual altogether. However, 

this still leaves employers with a legacy past service liability 

which should be managed. We help organisations remove, 

reduce and reshape risk through liability reduction exercises 

and accelerate the timescales for achieving a low risk 

funding position.

Pension benefit design

Our team has extensive experience in advising companies 

on the design and restructuring of their DB and DC 

pension arrangements, from review and implementation to 

recommending alternative arrangements.

Scheme funding negotiations

Our aim is to empower scheme sponsors all the way through 

their negotiations with trustees - be it simply explaining the 

funding process and trustee issues, or structuring bespoke 

financial solutions to deal with specific needs.

Client tools

GEM (Governance, Engagement, 

Monitoring) is our analytical tool 

for pensions. By benchmarking 

against industry sector averages, we 

can look at contribution structures 

and model various contribution 

options or benefit outcomes across 

member groups. Our analysis not 

only looks at the current state 

of pensions, but also takes into 

consideration pension short fall 

concerns, projecting how things will 

look five to ten years in the future.

Discover more:  

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/gem

®

WE ADVISE OVER 200 EMPLOYERS, TRUSTEE BOARDS AND 

PROVIDERS ON THEIR DC ARRANGEMENTS

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/gem
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Guiding you through the six pillars of wellbeing, our team will help design and implement holistic 

strategies to address the needs of your people.

My job ProtectionFinancial 
security

SupportHealth Work/life 
balance

Our BWell survey offers in-depth analysis of your workplace wellbeing. Presented to you in both a 

digestible report and interactive online dashboard, we will work together with you to implement a 

bespoke yet holistic strategy based on the trends we identify. We will help improve the overall wellbeing 

of your employees, as well as increase performance and create a tangible return on investment.  

Discover more: barnett-waddingham.co.uk/bwell

Client tools

E
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Small schemes

We support small-to-medium sized organisations wishing 

to implement modern workplace pension savings or 

employee benefit arrangements through our streamlined 

solution, Pearl. By reducing the administrative burden that 

organisations face, Pearl allows business owners to focus on 

running their business instead.

Wellbeing consultancy

Workplace wellbeing should be an integral part of any 

corporate strategy. We can help you understand and 

improve your employees’ happiness and wellbeing - and in 

turn, their employment experience, contribution and value. 

We see the relationship between employee 

and employer as symbiotic; as such, we 

apply the same principles to help you 

understand your organisational health. 

Our analytical, insight and consultancy-

led approach is based on the Eudaimonia 

philosophy: a state of happiness which 

translates as “human flourishing”. 

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/bwell


Get in touch

NICK GRIGGS

Partner and Head of Corporate Consulting

   nick.griggs@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

BHARGAW BUDDHDEV

Partner and Head of Executive Pensions

   bhargaw.buddhdev@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

DAMIAN STANCOMBE

Partner and Head of Workplace Health and Wealth

   damian.stancombe@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

P E N S I O N S  I N S I G H T

AWA R D S  2 0 1 7

W I N N E R

DC Adviser of the Year 

DC Technology Provider of the year

AWA R D - W I N N I N G  S E R V I C E
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“Barnett Waddingham reduced the cost of 

our benefits, redesigning them to be fit for 

purpose and aligned to our business. We are 

on a journey to provide a benefits package that 

complements our people and we believe that 

BW are the right firm to take us on that journey. 

Their professionalism and flexibility has meant 

means that solid solutions are provided quickly.”

VICE PRESIDENT HUMAN RESOURCES 
BCD Travel (UK) Limited
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Public sector pension schemes
We deliver practical advice for local authorities and other public sector organisations. 

Providing prompt actuarial, benefits and governance support and service delivery – we will 

guide you through complex legislation, minimising pressure on your costs and resources.

Actuarial consultancy

We are the Fund Actuary to a quarter of Local Government 

Pension Scheme (LGPS) Funds, and actuarial advisors to other 

public service pension schemes. From statutory valuations 

to ad-hoc advice and officer, employer and committee 

training, we recognise the unique nature of the sector and its 

regulatory environment. We provide flexible services with fast 

turnaround times that are tailored to your exact needs.

Benefits and governance consultancy 

We provide benefits and governance consultancy support 

to all parties involved with public service pensions, 

complementing your own services and staff. We combine 

our pension tax and public sector pension schemes 

knowledge to assist scheme managers, employers and their 

employees with annual and lifetime allowance matters. 

We also partner with CIPFA to provide bespoke and open 

governance training events for pension board members.

Client tools
Illuminate is our online tool that 

allows Local Authority Pension 

Funds to model and agree funding 

plans for their Funds and all their 

participating employers in real-time. 

Tailored precisely to each Fund, 

Illuminate helps you to see things 

more clearly; using instantaneous 

data to give you an immediate 

overview of your Fund, your 

employers and the key pension risks.

Illuminate is accessed through our 

online portal BWebstream where 

our growing suite of bespoke 

software is available including an 

online data exchange and task 

management system, a document 

library and a tax modeller. 

Discover more: 

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/illuminate

illum  nate ®

“The firm is outstanding in every way. It is 

an example of how a professional services 

firm should be run. From top to bottom my 

interactions with the firm’s staff are entirely 

consistent.”

INVESTORS IN CUSTOMERS CLIENT TESTIMONIAL

barnett-waddingham.co.uk/illuminate
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Longevity

We deliver clear and pragmatic advice based on robust 

analysis to Funds. We tailor our analysis to the needs of the 

public sector cohort - using in-house tools whilst also taking 

account of other relevant studies. Our findings are used 

within the LGPS triennial funding valuations.

 “Barnett Waddingham are like 

a fourth emergency service.”

NICK VICKERS
Pension Fund Business Partner - Kent 

Pension Fund

Get in touch

GRAEME MUIR

Partner and Head of  

Public Sector Consulting

   graeme.muir@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

WE PREPARE OVER 1,000 

ACCOUNTING DISCLOSURES 

EACH YEAR FOR PUBLIC 

SERVICE EMPLOYERS

OUR CLIENTS’ TOTAL FUND 

ASSETS ARE OVER £60 

BILLION – RANGING IN 

SIZE FROM £1bn TO £12bn

£

AWA R D - W I N N I N G 
S E R V I C E
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WE ADVISE 25% OF LOCAL 

AUTHORITY PENSION FUNDS 

INCLUDING OVER 3,000 

PARTICIPATING EMPLOYERS
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Private clients with self-invested pensions
We provide intelligent and flexible SIPP and SSAS pension options for individuals and 

business owners wanting more control over their retirement savings.

SIPP

Utilising best-in-class technologies underpinned by 

recognised financial strength, we are committed to 

delivering uncompromising quality. Our Flexible SIPP can 

be as ‘lite’ or bespoke as your needs dictate, offering a 

panel of discretionary fund managers, great experience in 

commercial property, flexible drawdown options and more 

- all without compromising on a quality personal service. We 

also have a proven track record in providing white label and 

third party administration options to a range of respected 

financial companies.

“The service we have had from you 

has been amazing, and bearing in 

mind this is our first forage into SIPP 

property purchase, your support 

has been invaluable to us. We will 

not be looking anywhere else in 

future for a SIPP provider.”

SIPP CLIENT

£7.5bn IN SIPP AND 

SSAS ASSESTS UNDER 

ADMINISTRATION

WE HOLD OVER 2,170 SSASs AND 

AGREE APPROXIMATELY 80 NEW 

LOAN-BACKS PER ANNUM
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SSAS

We act as a professional trustee of our small self-

administered scheme (SSAS) to ensure compliance with 

tax legislation and that our co-trustees are kept informed 

of latest developments. We provide scheme administration 

from regulatory returns as well as member and investment 

transactions. Our SSAS allows business owners to lend back 

half of their pension savings to their business on top of the 

investment options available to our SIPP investors.

FURBS

We provide professional trusteeship, helping other trustees 

on their duties by sharing the responsibility. As well as the 

production of financial statements, tax returns, investment 

transactions and general administration – we can help make 

payments to beneficiaries before closing a scheme.

“Barnett Waddingham have dealt with any 

investment proposal I’ve thrown at them, be 

it a property, loan or a joint investment. Their 

sound advice has ensured my SSAS has always 

adhered to the ever-changing list of revenue 

requirements. In addition, their speedy response 

and ability to react to changing events to ensure 

things get completed on time has helped both 

my SSAS and my company grow in the ten years 

they’ve been advising me.”

DAVID RAYNOR
SSAS client

“STRONG” FINANCIAL 

STRENGTH RATING OF 

‘B’ FOR SIPPS FROM AKG

WE ARE AMONG THE 

LARGEST SPECIALIST 

PROVIDERS FOR SIPP 

AND SSAS IN THE UK

OUR SIPP AND SSAS 

CLIENTS OWN A 

COMBINED TOTAL OF 

OVER 4,000 COMMERCIAL 

PROPERTIES WITHIN 

THEIR PORTFOLIOS

SILVER “OUTSTANDING” 

RATING FROM INVESTORS 

IN CUSTOMERS
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Get in touch

ANDREW ROBERTS

Partner and Head of Small Self-Administered Schemes

   andrew.roberts@barnett-waddingham.co.uk

AWA R D - W I N N I N G  S E R V I C E

JULIA BASSETT

Partner and Chief Executive Officer of BW SIPP LLP

   julia.bassett@barnett-waddingham.co.uk
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“Barnett Waddingham are 10 times better than 

certain other SIPP providers I have used.”

“The online system was a doddle to use.”

“They are heads and shoulders ahead of 

their competitors in knowledge and product 

flexibility.”

“Barnett Waddingham’s people are patient, 

polite, and extremely knowledgeable.”
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What advisers say







For more information on anything covered in this document, please get in touch with us on the details below.

  info@barnett-waddingham.co.uk               0333 11 11 222

Barnett Waddingham LLP is a body corporate with members to whom we refer as “partners”. A list of members can be inspected at the registered office. Barnett Waddingham LLP 
(OC307678), BW SIPP LLP (OC322417), and Barnett Waddingham Actuaries and Consultants Limited (06498431) are registered in England and Wales with their registered office at  
2 London Wall Place, London, EC2Y 5AU. Barnett Waddingham LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is licensed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries 
for a range of investment business activities. BW SIPP LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Barnett Waddingham Actuaries and Consultants Limited is 
licensed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries in respect of a range of investment business activities. 

www.barnett-waddingham.co.uk


